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N.A. 
N.A. is a non-profit Fellowship or society of 

men and women for whom drugs had become 
a m&jor problem. We are recovering addicts 
who meet regularly to help each other to stay 
clean. This is a program of complete abstinence 
(rom all drugs. There is only one requirement 
ror membership, the honest desire to stop us
ing. There are no musts in N.A., but we suggest 
that you keep an open mind and give yourself 
a break. Our program is a set of principles writ.. 
ten so simply that we can fo llow mem in our 
daily lives. The most important thing about 
them is that they wo.,-k. 

AU m embers 'oj Na,,.cotics Anonymous a,,.e in
v ited to participate in this "'m eet.1ng in IJrint. " 
Send all input ulong with a s1gned copyright. 
release Jonn to: The N.A. Way; World Sm-vice 
Office, Inc:; po. Box 9999; Van Nt/ys, CA 
91409 
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From the Editor 
There is a lot of ground to cover this month to 

update you on developments with the magazine, but 
first, welcome to all our new subscribers! Since 
December, the magazine has been growing at the rate 
at several new subscribers per day. OUf total 
subscription list lneluded about 400 just 8 lew months 
ago. In February we sent 1200 copies to paid 
subscribers. The issue you are now re8di~ should go 
to about 1400 or so. 1bat is the kind ot growth we 
need to see to keep the magazine aUve. It Is very 
moving to teel the Fellowship rally behind this 
magazine. 

There has been some Interest expressed on the 
part. of the Fellowship in back issues at the magazine. 
Most of those who contacted us were interested In 
buying an entire collection of back issues dating back 
to September of 1982, the first issue of the magazine. 
We have explored that (XlSSlbility, and have lound that 
it will be expensive to have many at the old issues 
typeset again, but have elected to absorb some of that 
cost to make avaUable this piece ot M.A. history. This 
will be a one-time offer, and the number of collections 
we have printed will depend upon the number of 
responses we get this month. See the enclosed roer 
for details. 

There are several plans afoot to continue to 
make better use of the magazine in the various service 
areas within the Fellowhship. I will introduce a few of 
them here, and you will hear more later. The most 
important plan is not a new one. We need group level 
exposure. If each of our lubscribers would talk about 
the magazine at meeti~, encourage your group to 
subscribe, reproduee our subscription blank and keep a 
pile on the literature table, our most important goal 
would be realized: the magazine would be well known 
within the Fellowship. We've made great gaIns toward 
that goal in reeent montm, but we still have a long 
way to go. 

We would like to expand our relationship with 
Hid com mlttees. Many of oW' current subscribers are 
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hospitals and institutions of various kinds. SOme of 
those maintain several subscriptions for their clients' 
use. We are asking H&I committees to encourage the 
tacilitles they service to do the same. When that is 
not possible, the HAl committee can itself subscribe and 
bring the magazine In for the addicts inside the 
facility. We realize that committees may not have the 
money to pay for several annual subscriptions at once, 
so we are prepared to bUl monthly or quarterly for 
bulk purchases. To make those arrangements, write the 
WSO in care of Ron and leave a phone number, or call 
(SiS) 7SD-395l during regular .. est coast business hours. 

P.L committees may want to consider a similar 
plan for using the magazine. A single issue may be 
dropped off in a hospital emergency room, a dentist's 
office, any type of waiting room where addicts or their 
family members may find It. A stamp or sticker 
listing a local N.A. phone number, meeting time and 
place, etc. can be attached to each copy. 11M! same 
ofter of monthly or quarterly billing applies. 

Before I close, I make yet another appeal for 
input. Those ot you who have writh.- skills, here is a 
service to N.A. tn which to put them to good use. 
1llose of you who don't feel that you are skilled as 
writers, I emphasize once again that you are strongly 
encouraged to write us anyway. We edit the stories on 
this end, so you need not be particular about the 
technical details. The addict who still suffers needs 
your experience, strength and hope. Give It 11 shot-It 
might be tun. 

Thanks again to all who have sent US materJal. 
All the com ments we have been getting by phone and 
mail, as well as the rising number of subscriptions, 
suggest that you're doing a good job. A growl~ 
number of N.A. members are find~ that the NeAe Way 
is becoming an important pert ot their personal 
recovery progarm. 1'tIere II quality recovery in M.A. all 
over the world. Let's continue to share it! 
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Life Beyond 

N.A.? 

My first N.A. meeting was in a mid-sized city In 
the southeastern U.S. Alter a relapse l returned to 
find the tiny Fellowship there disbanded. I moved to 
the desert resort town I've lived in now for the past 
two years. Everything I owned had been either sold or 
stolen. Neither parents nor friends back east would 
have anything to do with me-trying to fix a far--gone 
addict waa just too trustratlng. I hadn't held a job In 
two years and had no prospects for one In the 
foreseeable future. I couldn't take care of myself. I 
couln't kill myself, though 1 had tried. The only thing 
that numbed the shame and depression was dope, and 
even that wasn't working anymore. As [ later 
discovered, I was one day away from Involuntary 
commitment to an asylum. 

I came to this city because my brother and his 
wlte, members of N .A'I told me I just might find 8 
way to stop using and learn how to live clean. I 
didn't come tor the gambling, or the shows, or the 
women, or the skiing. I came because I was dying, and 
N .A. was here. 

My first eight months were lost in a fog
sometimes pink, sometimes grey, or black, or dazzlingly 
White, but a fog nonetheless. I didn't take anything. I 
went to lots of meetings. I worked the steps to the 
best of my ability, but they weren't entirely real to 
me. It wasn't until I became involved in M.A. service 
tor the tlrst time that the tog began to utt. The 
features or life clean took on some vague definition; I 
had a direction and a purpose, people to share those 
with, and something of my own to apply toward them. 
I had been wandering ror many moons like a little lost 
boy, but now a place in this world had been found for 
me. Recovery became more than just not having to 
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use. I wu recovering something: a life I'd never had 
nor even dreamt about. 

My involvement in service grew. Sometimes my 
service activities themselves were possessed by the 
disease. I grew as seU-eentered, obsessive and 
compulsive in abstinence as I'd ever been while using. 
I hit the same bottom or depressive hopelessness as 
before. But thls time 1 wasn't alone. I was 
surrounded by a sponsor and friends, people who knew 
and loved met who'd gone through it themselves and 
understood. In varying combinations or tough love and 
gentle empethy they helped me work a persona) 
program. Before long my perspective had returned: a 
Power greater than myself would restore me to sanity 
if I would practice daUy what had worked for oUten. 

I've stayed in service. I've contributed to the 
welfare of fellow addicts, helpir~ maintain and improve 
the services available to me when ) first needed them. 
In doing so, I've been of significant value to society in 
general. The rush I get from being used for some 
necessary job in N.A. is better and more consistent 
than any rush the dope ever gave me. I like It. 

But is that all there is to recovery: just 
furthering recovery! I mean, sure, it's in my own self
interest to do what I ean to make sure N.A. stays 
alive. I know from experience what it's like to have it 
one day and find it gone the next. And sinee my own 
growth is stimulated more readily in a growing 
Fellowship, it makes the same sort of sense to apply 
my energy to that too. The satisfaction of seeing 
someone even newer to N.A. than myself come alive 
before my eyes is amazing. Knowing they heard about 
us at an H&.I meeti~ or through a radio aMouneement 
or from a counselor on our P.L list makes the 
com mittee work worthwhile. Experiencing the growth of 
our base of recovery and the rising peak of freede m 
from addiction assures me that it works! But isn't 
there life beyond M.A.! 

Sure. There always has been. And the disease 
of addiction has always prevented me from taking part 
In It, &.lilt part-I just 199J<. It Is not entirely 
incidental that as my service involvement grew so did 
my employability, my capacity for love, and my sense 
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of belonging in this world. Where 1 was unable to 
accept responsibility, I've learned that my finaneial 
well-being depends upon that of the enterprise employing 
me. Where I could not deal with co-workers and job 
situations as they were, I've learned to address 
principles instead of personalities. I'm not necessarily 
right all the time, and I don't have to pretend that I 
am; I can be anonymous. I've learned that I cannot 
find my way alone, that I DUd people in my lite. 
Where I've been afraid of emotional involvement, I've 
learned that honest attraction rather than self-promotion 
negates that tear-nothing hyped, no manipulative webs: 
woven, nothing to hide or defend. I'm rejoining the 
human race. 

I didn't become alienated from society in one 
day. Neither am I going to tlnd tull, healthy 
integration into the mainstream of things at once. But 
little by little I'm learning. N.A. traditions and service 
are teaching me how to live with others. The Power 
in this program is restoring me to balanced living 
(a.k.a •• anlty). 

But am I avoiding the question, this matter ot 
life beyopd M.A.! Addiction and its radical self
centeredness is still with me and needs regular 
treatment In order to stay in remission. Worki~ a 
personal program, carrying our message addict-ta-addict, 
and helping maintain the services that do that on a 
broader basis takes me away from me. My personal 
recovery depends on N.A. unity. 11 I wish to continue 
recovering, then there is a continuing role I must play 
in N.A.'s unity. Life goes on all around my 
involvement in this Fellowship. Service provides it with 
focus, identity, balance, and a center. For me, today, 
life isn't something waiting out there beyond N.A. I'm 
living it, here and oow, because of N.A. 
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L.M. 
Nevada 

-

Once 

a 

Junkie ... 

My addiction began before I started using. As 
far back as 1 can remember, 1 wanted to fit in 
somewhere, but I felt lonely, angry, afraid and 
different, like I just didn't tit In. Drugs relieved a lot 
ot tho,. t eeIings. 

I grew up in San Francisco tn the sixties. 
Somehow I managed to graduate from high school in 
1964. After a short bout with college and the Marine 
Corps, I moved from my middle class home to the 
Fillmore, a black ghetto that sat adjacent to Haight 
Ashbury. 

Alcohol had been a problem since I was 15. At 
the ripe old age of 18, street drugs Bnd ghetto life 
were lI1y new home. My story is like so many others I 
have heard in N.A. . It's a standard progression for 
many of us-weed, pills, psychedelics, shooting speed 
then heroin. Heroin became my "drug of choice." It, 
along with the other drugs, kept me living in ghettos 
for years, from Manhattan's lower east side to Miami 
to New Orleans and up and down the coast of 
California. Buying, selUng and using drugs became the 
center of my life for the next eight years. 
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Along the road 1 checked out many thlrcs: jails, 
cities, countryside, beaches, Mexico, religion, poetry, 
jazz, rock-rt-roll, 01' ladles, glrlfrtenm, fathering a chUd, 
burglaries and armed robberies, welfare, methadone, 
com mWleS, panhandling, a halfway hotae, doctors It: 
plychiatrists, and flnally a nut holl!le drug program. 

Arter spend~ six months In this drug procram. I 
returned to the streets with four other "recovered 
addicts." We all got jobs, live<s together, drank and 
smoked weed together. I had promised myself, "No 
more hard drup." 

I had never worked before, and now I wu going 
to keep a job. My drinking got worse, but at least I 
had a job and wun't "tlxing" anymore. Somehow I 
managed not to flx tor almost six years, then I started 
messing around with cocaine. At first J "only" snorted 
the coke, but withjn nine months I could no longer 
work and waa back shooting heroin again. I was 
devastated Inside-a junkie again. My wife and two 
children did not understand. How could I do this to 
myself! 1 had worked 10 hard these six years to get 
myself together, and now a junkie! 1 figured that it 
mUlt be true, once a junkie always 8 junkie. Within 
two weeks my heroin habit was as big as It had ever 
been! I couldn't stop the pIlin with dr1.Cs. OUt of 
desperation I checked Into a dry out center. 

1'b1s was August 1978. They let me know that it 
I wanted to go to an M.A. meeting, someone from M.A. 
would pick me up and take me. I said, "OK, why not." 
At this time thet N.A. meeting was the only one In 
San 01.". Today r thank my Higher Power that 
meeting was there. The seed was planted-addicts not 
taJdng anything-I wanted what they had! I had tried 
another Fellowship before, but this time I really 
identified. Unfortunately I didn't get completely clean 
until March, 19791 It took some more pain and using to 
convince me. When I went beck out I kept 
remembering those addicts In that Toorsday N.A. 
meeting-they didn't know it, but they helped me come 
back. 

What has happened in N .A. never ceases to 
amaze me. Just last week I was in San Diego visIting 
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my daughter. t went to the N .A. office to visit, and 
later . that night to a meeting. I gu... they have 60-70 
meehres a week down there now. Where I live we 
now have 24 meetings a week. A little over five years 
ago there were none. I am grateful to be a part of 
this wonderful Fellowship. I finally "ttt in" just for 
today. 

For this addict, it is Important that I don't tall 
in love with my own story. My pest was degra~ and 
paintul! I have been taught that I must stay spiritually 
lit to stay clean one day at a time. I have been 
given 8 t<;",l ~x full o~ thl. for me to do, depending 
on the situatIon I'm m. First, I mtat continue to 
surrender not only to drup but to my addiction. Even 
though I've been clean now for a whUe, my addictive 
thinking has told me all sorll 01 bizarre things. When 
I'm contused or goirv through pain, I need to inventory 
how well Pm uslrc the tools that have been given to 
me: 

What step am I ont 
Am I praying enough, and for God's will! 
Am I really ush.- my sponlOr! 
What am I doing of service to M.A.! 
Have I beeome eomplacent in any area! 
Am I going to enough meeti~! 

My llIe is full today. and lowe that to the N.A. 
program. Today I have hope; today J have love in my 
heart; today I have eommltment to myself and others; 
today, no matter what happens, I don't have to take 
d.nJgs to solve my problems. 
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D.O. 
Nevada 



N.A. 

Has Worked 

forMe 

J have always had an awful lot of pride and 
eontidence in N.A. Since my first meeting in Alaska, 
three and one half years ago, and through meetings in 
17 states and at 15 conventions, I always knew that 
what I needed was what N.A. had to offer. 

Unfortunately, I seem to hear 8 lot of speakers 
at N.A. meeti~ who have quite 8 different feeling. 
It is only rarely that 8 speaker meeting will go by, 
where the other Twelve Step Program doesn't get a 
major credit for the speaker's recovery_ 1llat seems 
quite curious to me. 

I have been very aware of the negative attitude 
that many regular N.A. members seem to have toward 
the N .A. program as a whole. J have felt quite angry, 
and once, while sitting at a po~ar and intimate N.A. 
discussion meeting recently, I wrote the following note 
to my friend, seated next to me: 

It's really fwmy to me, but it seems that the 
N.A. program is just not enough: 

not good enough, 
not large enough, 
not stable enough, 
not famous enough, 
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It's just not enough, to go to N .A.! Everyone 
has to mention other recovery programs as a preface ." 

I would like to make a firm and confident 
statement: N.A. HAS WORKED FOR ME. I have found 
very significant advantages in N.A. When I was new 
there were fewer meetings, but that inconvenience was 
far outweighed by the tervent commitment to carrying 
the message that I found in N.A. The less tamous 
name ot N.A. was more than compensated for by 8 
predominance of recovering addicts who were more of 
my generation, and whom I could better talk to end 
relate to. 

But, moreover, N.A. is a program that takes the 
absolutely necessary stand, that "THIS IS A PROGRAM 
OF COMPLETE ABSTINEN CE FROM ALL DRUGSl" 
Which is stated quite clearly at the beginning ot most 
N.A. meetings. This was a position that made the 
N.A. program the right one for me. t was so troubled 
with belng asked to leave the other Fellowship's 
meetings, end so confused about what "dually addicted" 
meant, that N.A. made my initial recovery all that 
much more simple. I have always appreciated the N.A. 
literature's eftort to explain the program in a very 
honest, straight forward manner. If it's complete 
abstinence that is the basis of N.A. recovery, FINE, 
LET'S SAY m If vellums, poppers, beer, cocaine, 
heroin, and pot are all essentially equal as tar as 
ge tting clean end starting to recover are concerned, 
then let's say it. 

And finally, if N.A. is a complete and self
contained program tor recovery from the disease ot 
addlction, then let's say it-in meetings, In our 
literature, and trom our podiums. 

Thank you tor letting !rti: say It! 
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P.S. 
California 



Coming Into 

My Own 

Through Him 

The word "God" is only a word. It Is but a 
symbol that must correspond to some reality before it 
has true substance. To say that [ tuUy understand that 
word would be to claim that I am super-human. But 
to say that my understanding of God is growing and 
developing is to say that I am recovering from 
addiction through the Twelve Steps of N .A. 

The phrase, "God, as we understood Him" can 
seem like a stumbling block when you know inside that 
you don't understand God at all. My sponsor helped me 
through that by explaining that 8n honest desire to 
develop an understanding was all I needed. None of us 
has complete understanding of God, so my hazy 
understanding was enough for 8 beginning. 

That desire has since blossomed into 8 concept of 
God that is very real to me. It is my source of inner 
strength. I try to let that Power guide me in my 
daily Ufe. How dId I go from seeing "God" as just an 
empty word to having a relationship with the reality 
beyond the symbol? By practicing the principles of 
N .A. with honesty, open-mindedness and willingness. 

I believe today that my spiritual awakening began 
when I expressed the willingness to grow in my 
understanding of God. From there, God nurtured me 
along. He gave me the freedom of choice, and the 
abUity to learn from the consequences of my choices. 
Sometimes that's great, other times it's painful but 
with each choice comes an opportunity for growth. J 
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1llose "coincidences" that seem to keep happening 
in recovery have also enriched my concept of God. As 
80 many others have said, I now see those as little 
miracles. My faith and trust are reinforced each time 
I see the hand ot a Higher Power in the circumstances 
ot my lite. 

Another important Bourse of my growing 
understanding of God is all the other members of N .A. 
My sponsor, my friends, people who share at meetings, 
newcomers, old-timers-everyone who is trying to grow 
spiritually and is willing to share honestly about it-all 
play a role in teaching me more about God. As long 
as I stay teachable, I grow. 

Maybe the hardest obstacle to get over in my 
spiritual awakening was that I tended to blame God for 
my living problems. My father lett me when I was 
seven, my mother died when I was eighteen, I felt 
abandoned and isolated; how could a loving God allow 
all that? Today that whole issue has simply lost its 
importance tor me. God is not some vengeful being 
bringing bad stuff down on people, He is a loving 
Power who offers relief from all that. I take 
responsibility for my own behavior today, and I choose 
thoughts and actions that give me a greater freedom. 
It's all in the Twelve Steps. 

I thank God today that I was taught that 
stopping using isn't enough. stopping using is only the 
beginning. For me this program is about grasping and 
developing a spiritual way of life. That quest gets 
richer as time goes by. 1be word "God" becomes full 
of rich meaning. I now see that there is a harmony to 
all things that I either choose by my thoughts and 
actions to flow with, or I choose to violate. If I 
choose not to harmonize with what 1 deeply know is 
right, then my misery is my own problem. What a 
simple lesson! Someone once said, "If God is the 
answer, what is the question?" I may not have the 
words tor it, but I know. Do you? 

R.H. 
New Jersey 
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Mother, 

Grandmother, 

Addict 

For the put 21 years I have been a drug addict. 
I was put on mandrox and purple hearts when I was in 
8 maternity hospital, six months before I had my fifth 
child. When I came home I stopped the purple hearts, 
but for over 8 year I took the mandrox at night. One 
morning I got up and I didn't feel too good, so I took 
a couple of pills. I was on the way back to bed when 
I began to get high. I cleaned the house instead, and 
everything statted to get great. I leamed that with 
the help of the pills I could clean and look after my 
family, and [ was happy! 

Of course as all you addicts will know, I was 
going down-hill but didn't know it. I had 8 friend who 
sold me mandrox for the price he bought them, so I 
thought I was just fine. 

Anyway, to make a long story short, about 12 
years later I was in 8 mental hospital having my sixth 
child and deto~. My treatment tor withdrawls was 
two mandrox four Urnes a day, and they cut them 
down. In that twelve years I was also on many other 
drugs but didn't have any Idea 1 was an addict, because 
they were all on preseription. 

When I eame out of the hospital I said I 
wouldn't take another pill, but I wasn't sleeping, so 
someone suggested that a wee nip at night would relax 
me. I hadn't been drinking 'till then, and wasn't too 
keen on the teste. Just as I had with the drugs, I 
took a wee one in the morning, and before long it was 
a bottle. 

1 ) 

I went into a mental hospital again-this time it 
was tor booz~and the wtthdrawls were hell agatn. But 
when I eame out I was addicted to a new prescription 
drugl Whlle In the hospital this time I .ame In 
contact with A.A., and I thought this was the answer. 
But I lad another child by this time, I was happily 
married with seven kids, a job, ntee house and hadn't 
been to jail, never had the DT'8, the sweats or 
convulsions, so really t couldn't identity that mUeh. I 
was only taking my pills at night as prescribed, so 
maybe I wasn't a drug addict or alky. t still went to 
one meeting a week, just in case. 

During Christmas of 1983 they took my son away. 
I thought everything was finally finished. My husband 
and the older kids had left, and they had taken the 
youngest. The people in A.A. said I would have to get 
honest and work the programme. I was trying, so I 
thought, but I was stilI on the pUis. I thought the 
best day's work was done when I'd gone to the city of 
Dundee, visited six doctors and came back with 300 
pills. I'd been in jall twice, had conwlsions, was dirty, 
and a stone nervous wreck. I belonged to anyone who 
would get me a drink or give me a tew pills. 

I really tried A.A. t · tinally got a spomer who 
thankfully told me, "Do something about those damn 
pills outside of A.A." I heard about N .A.. in London. I 
travelled over 1,000 mUes in two days to get to a 
meeting, and was too late to get to one. I met a 
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eouple who went to the meetings, and they were a 
great help, but when I tried to phone one of them 
later, he said he had quit going. I got in touch wIth 
the A.A. GSO In America, and they sent me an N.A. 
address. I wrote, and they sent me the Basic Text Bnd 
a lot of literature, and I joined the Loners Group. I 
started my own N.A. meet~ In Fite SCoUand last July, 
but I still haven't got anyone clean; this month's Loners 
bulletin had a copy of the December '84 NeAr WB)' in 
it. You printed a London phone number, which I tried 
for a week but it was the wrong number; I finally got 
the right one, and have beeu in touch wIth them. I'm 
so very grateful. 

I tried to "sober up" and keep clean the A.A. 
way, but because I was still using pllls, my addiction 
beat me. With the help of N.A. and my Higher Power, 
and by living a day at a time, I have so much to be 
happy about today. I have just moved to a new house. 
I have the love of my family back. I was babysitting 
for five of my grandchildren, and I'm lookire after two 
of them for a week. I was at the birth of my 
granddaughter-my daughter wouldn't have wanted me at 
the hospital If I had been using. I have started work. 
I keep myself clean, washing myself and my clothes. 
Without the help and trlendship and love ot the people 
in the Fellowship who believed in me, I would never 
have been .ItU~ here wrltl~ this to you. It any ot 
you over there are comir¥ to Scotland, please get my 
name and address from the N.A. Wayt 

IS 

J.R. 
SCoUand 

He Kept Comin' Back 

A short while ago, I was listenirv to one of 
those radio phone-in programmes, where people share 
their problems over the alt. A young lady phoned in 
to. say whe was worried about her friend, who wu 
usmg heroin. The lady taking the calls was an 
American, and although very sympathetic, did not seem 
to be able to offer much positive help. She said that 
although some addicts do reeover, they are notorious 
recidIvists. On hearirv this, I felt the hatr rise on the 
back of my neck, and have to admit to more than a 
little anger. TIle modern meaning of the word 
"recidivist" is "one who continually returns to crime." 
!his was very true for me from 1962-1982. I had been 
In ac many so-ealJed "cures" that I have forgotten the 
names of acme of the hospitals. Bach time I returned 
to the needle, things got worse. My life became more 
unmanageable and my physical and mental health got 
progressively worse. 

m 1982, I was forced to admit that I was 
powerless over my addiction-that I could not safely use 
any mood-altering chemicals. Through a mixture of 
fate and curiosity, I attended a meeting of Narcotics 
Anonymous. In that meeting I learned something quite 
remarkable. There I met many addicts who were not 
continually returning to their personal crime of 
uncontrolled drug abuse. So what was so special about 
those bright-eyed, .Iean-Uvl~ people? What did they 
have that had eluded me for twenty years? 
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It was all amazingly simple. First of all, I was 
told just to keep coming back and I would always be 
welcome. This J did, and It was true. There was a 
heartfelt welcome at every meeting. The next thi~ 
they said was not to take any mood altering chemical 
one day at a time. This I tried, but at first a day 
was too long, so [ had to try it an hour or a minute 
at a time. The people in the Fellowship told me that 
I need not carry the burden of pain on my own. Just 
as they all had been wllling to share their experience, 
strength, and hope with me, they were wUling to share 
my pain. All [ had to do was open my mouth and let 
it out. Wow! What a relief! Outside of meetings, I 
could do this on the phone; what a brilliant, simple 
ides. Why hadn't I thought ot It! 

I also learned that by praying to God as J 
understand Him, I could unburden myself ot all the guilt 
and remorse that goes with living in self-eonstructed 
hell. It I kept this up one day at a time, J was told, 
I need never go back to drugs agaln. 

All this was a couple of years ago now, but I 
still follow this simple pattern, and the promise that it 
gets better and better has been fulfilled a thousand 
times over. 

Because of N .A., which started properly in 
E~land in 1980, addicts no longer need to die of this 
illness. When I attended my first meeting, I was the 
most important person in the room. Today I am a 
very small bug In a very large and ever-growi~ bed, 
and it's extremely comfortable. The proof that 
miracles happen is that I am alive to write this today. 

1 7 

J.Y. 
wndon 

The Voice 

I still have a little voice inside me today; It 
points me in positive directions. I attribute this to an 
honest effort to apply the principles of Narcotics 
Anonynous in my life, namely the steps, for they 
produce a relationship with a God of my understanding. 

But remember how it used to be! 'IlIat little 
inner voice was down right nasty and insidloU!J-the 
voice of compulsion and obsession that we cell the 
disease of addiction. Oh, It still comes around trom 
time to time. I just thank God I don't listen lo~ 
enough to relapse today. 

J figure that recovery is a day at a time tor the 
rest of our lIvesj if we put effort into it, sooner or 
later we become what I cell "program instilled." 'I1lat 
little voice begins to point us in positive directions. 
AU this leads to our being responsible for our own 
recovery. There isn't always a meeting to go to or 
another member to be there or someone to call up; in 
other words J can't rely on outside things to do it for 
me. I can get support from other members, meetings, 
etc. but I have had times when those things just 
weren't available. 

One thing J know for sure is that all this takes 
time-I know it's taken me several years clean to 
~ealize • . I guess. that's why we newcomers are always 
In meetIngs (I still hit, oh, about twenty or thirty a 
week -well maybe not that . many but I go to a bunch). 

Well, I'm gonna go out to the pond and do some 
pole fishin' and some listenin' to what God has given 
me-The voice of N.A. 

1 B 

E.A. 
Alabama 



Some Personal Experiences 

with the Traditions 

TRADmoN THREE 

At my lirst meeting I had the misfortune of 
meeting a couple of overzealous members who ridiculed 
the way I was dressed-I was wearing 8 business suit. 
I felt intimidated; maybe I was not ready to clean up, 
maybe I hadn't lost enough yet, or hit my bottom. In 
any case, [ took the eom ments of these addicts at lace 
value. Therefore, I did not feel entirely welcome at 
my first meeting. 

It got a little better at meetings after that, but 
because I had no understanding of the differences 
between financial and emotional bottoms, I wasn't sure 
that my life had become unmanageable. I began 
excluding myse\! (rom the Fellowship. I had 
unconsciously bought what those two memebers had said, 
and had created some unwritten requirements for 
membership. I'm sure I was suffering from a loser 
complex, but nevertheless, J believed that [ wasn't as 
bad as those I'd met at my first meeting. I hadn't 
been to prison or an asylum, nor had I been a 
prostitute or eom mitted any felonious acts. On the 
other hand, I had gone far beyond the level of ~thead 
or pill freak, and took grea t pride In being a · street 
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junkie. I was caught In the trap of seef,.- only the 
differences, and none of the similarities with other 
addicts. 

It seemed obvious to me that I dIdn't belo,.- in 
N .A., because I had little desire to be like some of the 
people I had met In N.A. In retrospect, I realize that 
I wasn't ready at that time. I guess I wasn't desparate 
enough. It was only after a few more years of doing 
it my way that I got to a point where my way just 
didn't work anymore. I knew there must be more to 
Ufe than the meager existence I was living. 

An accident got me back to meetings. It was at 
a time when fear and self-loathing made it easy for me 
to accept any offer of help or friendship. I was 
greedy for acceptance, and I found it at my next firSt 
meeting. I was surrounded this time by addicts who 
didn't seem to care how I was dressed, what I had used 
or how much. They only wanted to know if I had a 
ride home, or If I needed a ride to the next meeting. 
In their Introductions and offers of phone numbers and 
assistance, they accepted me at face value. Through 
their tone and manner, they demonstrated a desire to 
help me which I had not experienced the first time 
around. 

I felt the first taint hope for myself, and felt 
that someone cared. In fact, it wasn't just someone, 
but three people-three people llke myself. They 
weren't tough guys hung up on their past, but rather 
three addicts trying to change. They were trying to 
deal with the disease of addiction In aU of their 
affairs, and to accept life after drugs. 

In their behavior there was no hInt of 
requirements for membership or acceptance. For them, 
my simple act of being present was enough. Now it 
becomes obvious why we have no written rules or 
requirements for membership In the Fellowship. 
However, we must always guard against those SUbtle 
requirements created through being Insensitive to the 
newcomer, especially the newcomer who appears to be 
dltterent. First impressions are so Im~rt8nt. I know I 
will never forget my two first meetings. 

The one requirement we do have tn N.A. is 
difficult to fulfill. Desire doesn't come easily. How 
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many times have we wished someone we cared for 
would have a desire to stop usu.-! The desire to CJl1t 
is the greatest g1ft of all, for without it we have no 
starUre plaee. Who would take the Twelve Stepe 
without 80me sort of desire? I will never question 
another person's desire to stop usfnc. Wben I'm shlrlnr 
with other addicts, I must always remember thet my 
acUons speak louder than my words. 

TIlADrrJON TEN 

5.B. 
C&llfomla 

My experience with the Tenth Tradition involved 
a phone call from a District Attorney. I was still a 
little worried about the statute of limitations on some 
of my put crimes, 80 J Ignored the message for a few 
days and received three more calls. .Finally, it looked 
as though I could not ignore the matter any mOte. 

I had · . friend who worked In the legal 
community so I called him and explained my situation. 
My friend IalChed and reminded me that In the peat 
the authorities had never called me when I was wanted 
tor my crimea. They simply came and got me. I 
laughed too, and with his encouragement, I returned the 
call. 

The reuon this person had been calling me was 
that an Assistant D.A. bed made the public statement 
that alcohol WD more dangerous than marijuana. The 
D.A. wanted me to state the opinion that marijuana is 
more dangerous than alcohoL He knew that I was an 
addict and • member of N.A. He needed a repudiation 
from some organization, and he wanted me, as a 
member of N .A. (therefore an expert) to publicly 
repudiate the Assistant D.A.'s statement. 

I explained to the D.A. that I could not give him 
a repudiation as a member of N.A., because no one 
speaks tor M.A. I told him that M.A. has Twelve 
Traditiora which govern the Fellowship, and that our 
Tenth Tradition states that "N .A. has no opinion on 
outside Issues, henee the N.A. name ought never be 
drawn Into pubUc controversy." Based on what he had 
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explained to me, I felt this situation corwUtuted an 
outside issue. 

He then asked me for my personal opinion. J 
again explained to him that I would not give him my 
personal opinion either, for fear tMt it could be 
misconstrued as an opinion of N.A. I W85 therefore 
unable to help him. I thank God that I had some 
understandi~ of the Twelve TradiUons of N.A., because 
by stating my opinion, I might have put M.A. In the 
middle of a public:: controversy. 

H.M. 
C&lllomia 

The "Comin' Up" section of the magazine has 
been expanded. Our goal is to Ust every event, large 
and sman. going on within the Fellowship at any given 
time. We will expand that section until it is three 
pages long, and then begin to Umit by date. These 
events ean be workshops, learning days, conventions. 
banquets, etc. When space permtts, we also do a more 
detailed wMte up of major events happening during the 
current month. Let us know-we'll tell everyone else. 

The Seventh Annual Northern Califomia 
convention, entitled "A New Beginning," will be in 
sacramento this year. 11M! program includes the usual 
variety of speakers, worksoops, meals, dances and good 
fellowship This convention Is very well attended each 
year, so ·be prepared for lots of clean addicts having 
lots of fun. See the "Comin' Up" section for more 
Information. 

Also in that section you will find details of the 
Third Louisiana Regional Conventon coming up in Baton 
Rouge In early March. The planl include workshops on 
flospital.s and Institutions, newcomers, and the Twelve 
Traditions along with all the usual convention festivities 
mentioned' above. Make hotel reservatioN! directly by 
calli. toll free: within LA 1-800-272-8300, or national 

~-80o-535-8481. ~ 
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Fear of Success 

OUr Bule Text tells me, "We weren't oriented 
toward fulfillment; .... we could not deal with success, so 
fallure became a way of life." That sure hits home 
with me today. Before coming to N.A. and belng 
gifted with recovery, my life was totally unmanageable: 
I was homeless, broke, physically deteriorated and 
spiritually bankrupt. 

Looking back on my life, I can see I was never 
oriented toward success. People told me how much 
"potential" I had, but I did not feel that way. Before 
] surrendered and was given recovery two years ago, 
there were times when I could somewhat control my 
using and aehieve forms of success, but then my using 
flared up and I lost each achievement. Each repeated 
attempt at "getting my life together" was harder and 
lasted a shorter period, always ending in disaster. 

Now that :rYe put some "just for tOOays" together 
with your help and my Higher Power's help, I need your 
guidance to help me deal with my new lile. Going to 
meetings, asking tor help, helping others, and not 
picking up are stUi my priorities; but by doing these 
thi~, I have been blessed with a broader horizon of 
life. All these things are totally unmanageable for me 
without help. Sometimes the new responsibilities seem 
to overwhelm me and I want to nut. (t feel silly 
talking about not teeUng good about doing good, but as 
our Basic Text says, I can't save my face and my ass 
at the same time.) I have learned by working this 
program that the queasy feeling I get when things are 
going well is fear. That is hard for me to understand. 
I know fear, It's the teeling I used to get when the 
money and drugs were running out, when I got arrested, 
when someone shot at me. I can identity tear where 
negative event! are concerned. 
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Now I am learning that I am afraid of nice 
things that my recovery allows me to obtain today. 
Perhaps ] don't believe ] deserve them. 1be feelings 
are somewhat simUar to those 1 had when J first came 
around N.A. this time and stopped using. J was afraid 
because not using was new to me. J knew abstinence 
was correct and necessary for me, but It took me a 
whUe to enjoy it. That's the way any new thing is for 
me today-frightening. Since I was never "oriented 
toward fulfillment," nor could I "deal with success," I 
am tempted to make "fallure 8 way ot life." 

Any day I have clean is a success. Just as it 
took me a while to realize that, so It is taking me 
some "just for todays" to accept other physical, 
emotional and spiritual successes. So I need N .A. and 
my God to get me through. True joy does not come 
from materia} things. Like most human beings, I want 
things from life: peace of mind, security, healthy 
relationships. ] believe those things come to us in our 
Higher Power's time so long as we work the steps to 
the best of our ability. But I have to remember one 
thing as these "wants" become reality: keep my program 
tlrst (including helping others). That also means I have 
to talk about how success makes me uneasy, and ] 
shouldn't worry about soundl~ ungrateful. When] 
think, "they won't understand," I am forgetting the "WE" 
of N.A. I hope I remember it the next tlme a good 
event makes me feel crazy. 11 I ask for help, stay 
clean and go to meetires, I know I'll be okay. 
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Letters from 
Our Readers ... 

Dear N.A. Way, 

I am 8 member of Narcotics Anonymous with just 
over 8 year elean. I really enjoy your magazine, The 
N.A. Way. 1 got the November 1984 and January 1985 
issues. I can really relate to the story, "I Felt Alone 
In a Crowd," because that is how I feel in maximum 
security in jail. They have put me in three different 
dorms, and in everyone of them I got myself into 
trouble because ] am hyper-active and I feel all 
confused. I might get released soon to 8 drug program 
for one year or more. 

I am a loner and ] need a lot of help, but 1 
cannot get out to Narcotics Anonymous meetings to get 
it, because that is how I screwed up. Through working 
the Twelve Steps of N.A., I'm learning thBt I'm actually 
8 neat penon deep down inside. I have found some 
peace of mind, thanks to reading N .A. literature and 
sharing with members trom the Reno/Sparks area 
through a visit N.A. gave me. 

Thank you all for being here when I needed 
someone to wrIte to and listen to my story. I may 
never be totally honest, but I will say this much: 1 am 
• sick pup who is doing my best to be the best c
that 1 can be today. 
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